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This paper is an attempt to analyze the development of the property rights

system on sago among the Punan Vuhang during nomadic times. It is divided into

three main parts: The first part describes the nomadic economic system to give an

understanding on how the Punan Vuhang exploited their resources when they were

once nomadic. This provides a background to better understand the development of

the sago property rights system. Part two describes sago production and why only

sago resources that fulfill certain conditions were used for production. The third part

attempts to analyze why sago, the main food resource is considered both an open

access property and a private property.

The Punan Vuhang, a formerly hunter-gatherer people reside in an isolated

tropical rainforest in the Malaysian State of Sarawak. The rainforest provides them
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with their basic needs for survival. As sago is found in abundance throughout the
year, the Punan Vuhang treated it as an open-access property that can be freely
exploited by all. However, some community members do establish private rights to

it. The paper then attempts to assess how this complex system of both the open-

access and the private property rights on sago comes about among the Punan

Vuhang.3

As a hunter-gatherer people who have totally depended on wild forest

resources for their food supply, the Punan Vuhang adopt a nomadic economic
system for their survival. In the nomadic economy, the hunter-gatherers exploit a

food resource until it is depleted. Then, the people move to another area to exploit

new food resources. In each area that the Punan Vuhang camp, the same cycle of

resource depletion occurs. As a result, they constantly have to move on, therefore,
they are called nomads.

The movements to new resource grounds, however, are not sporadic. Instead,

there is a pattern of movement with a guided sense of direction that is based on the

physical features and their vegetations. After a period of several years when they
have depleted all the resources within a river system, the resources that they had

earlier exploited, would have regenerated. Then, they would return to those areas to

begin another cycle of exploitation. By following this pattern of movement to a new

or regenerated resource ground, the Punan Vuhang do not blindly go to an area the

resources of which have yet to regenerate.

The Punan Vuhang inhabit the extreme headwaters' region of the Balui in
Sarawak and, during the past in the Kayan in Kalimantan. This vast land, which
makes up the watershed of the Balui and the Kayan, (covering the Balui tributaries

of the Danum, Linau, Kajang, Bahau and the Kahei, and the Kihan, a tributary of the

The terms open access and private property rights are derived from Feeny et. al. (1990:4) in
which, "Open access is the absence of well-defined property rights. Access to the resource is
unregulated and is free and open to everyone .. . Under private property, the rights to exclude
others from using the resource and to regwJatc the use of the resource are vested in an
individual."
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Kayan River) provides many choices of exploitation bases (see Map). These have

been their territories of exploitation since the turn of the century. However, for
several decades before sedenterization in 1969, due to the abundance of sago
resources in those areas, they focussed on the three main rivers of the Linau, the

Kajang, and the Kihan. Up to today, the Punan Vuhang remain the only people
residing in these areas. As such, they face little pressure from other people over their
forest resources.

The Nomadic Economy

The enormous territory, covering hundreds of square miles, sustains the

nomadic economic system of exploiting forest products for survival." The

exploration of the vast expanse of a resource base requires a good knowledge of the
territory. The Punan Vuhang acquire this knowledge from traveling experiences, and

they pass the information from one generation to another. This information forms a

territorial mental map that encompasses two main perspectives:

• A general knowledge of routes between different river systems and,
• Locations of main sago grounds within each river system.

Within any specified locality, the territorial mental map also includes precise
locations of sago resources. Hence, this territorial mental map enables the Punan

Vuhang to determine a general direction of movement. It provides a plan for the

community to decide its movement and return to an area when they feel that the
resources which they had exploited, have sufficiently regenerated.

Stages of Resource Exploitation - When the Punan first arrive at a new

settlement site, they would set up camps. The types of shelter, based on their

knowledge, depend on the quantity of resources in the surrounding areas. If the

quantity is small, they would only construct rudimentary lean-to huts, settling for
only a few days. If resources are abundant, the Punan would construct shelters with

Although already becoming sedentary, die Punan Vuhang continue to practice many hunting-
gathering activities, quite like those of the nomadic economy.
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Nomadic Times : Stages of Resource Exploitation at a Settlement Site

Setting of camp

1st Phase -

exploiting resource
within settlement site

2nd Phase -

exploiting resources at
tributary

upstream of settlement site

areas further upstream
(or downstream)

of settlement site

exploiting sago clumps
at locations away from

settlement site

areas further
upstream or
downstream

4th Phase -

exploiting on
areas beyond the

3rd phase :

sago clumps at
relatively

distant areas

Back to 1 st Phase

moving to a new
settlement site

areas upstream
of nearby
tributaries



proper roofing and platform enabling the duration of a settlement up to a few weeks.
As shown in Diagram 1, the Punan exploit resources within a settlement site

according to four stages during lean times. The first stage involves the exploitation

of resources within the settlement site. This includes the surrounding areas on both

sides of the main river, and the land along the tributary where their camp is located.
Following that, at the second stage, they would exploit resources farther up the
tributary and areas farther upstream from the settlement site. The approximate
number of days required at the first stage is determined by the seasonal availability

of food. During "Hungry Times" or lean periods, it ranges from two to four days.

However, during "Affluent Times" when various resources are in abundance, the

duration varies and depends on the quantity of food at each particular location. At
the second stage, lean times vary from three to five days.

At the third stage, they exploit areas still farther upstream from the settlement
site. If their direction of movement is from upstream toward downstream, then the

areas exploited at the third phase would also be toward downstream. In affluent

times during the fruit season, when fruits are in abundance, the community is only
required to observe the nomadic stages up to the third stage. As fruits are readily

available, there is no need to exploit sago that is to be found far away from the camp
site. During lean times, however, when sago is their sole food resource, the

community has to go to distant sago clumps that could be processed within a day's

work.

At the last stage, the fourth, they would exploit areas beyond the third phase.
These include:
a) areas farther away;

b) if available, sago clumps at distant areas that would require camping to process
the sago, and;

c) areas upstream of nearby tributaries.
When all the areas of food resources have been exploited, it is time to break

camp and move onto a new site to begin another cycle of exploitation. The total



duration of camping at each settlement site ranges about a week during lean times,
to several weeks during affluent times when the abundance of food sustains the
community for long periods.

Ecology - The tropical rainforest ecology is a major determinant of the
nomadic economy. The ecology determines the nature of seasonal resources and

related economic activities. The Table shows the economic activities according to
seasonal variations (ecology). Diagram 2 on the Synchronized Calendar presents the
other dimension of the economy based on the annual cycle that relates to the affluent

and lean times.
In order to understand better how the Punan Vuhang formulate their

synchronized Calendar, examining the annual weather patterns of seasonal drought,
and assessing how they affect the economy are necessary. Drought is an annual event
occurring from June to mid August in the Balui headwaters. The two-months

drought results in a dry condition causing great dehydration stress to vegetation.

Stress creates a situation that induces plants to propagate in anticipation of an
extended period of drought which would result in the plants' death. In the
anticipation of this crisis, a tree sprouts flowers to bear fruits in order to produce
seeds to carry on the existence of its species. Following a period of drought, the
forest vegetation starts to flower, therefore, starting off the annual cycle of a fruit

season.
The formation of flower buds that sets off the annual cycle of seasonal

variation becomes the reference point in starting the Punan Vuhang calendar. To
mark the passing of time, the community associates the moon that appears during
flower formation as the first month. When the next moon appears, the flower buds

blossom into flowers. Following this sequence, flowering reaches its advanced stage

on the third month, and the flowers then wither to sprout into fruits by the fourth
month. After that, the early ripening types of fruits begin to mature on the fifth
month. During the three months following that, different types of fruits ripen in
different stages, thus prolonging the fruit season. This leads onto the eighth month,



Economic Activities According to Month, Season and Resources During Nomadic
Times

Month

1st

2nd

3rd

4tfa

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

beginning of
unspecified
time-period

between 2 -6
months

Season

trees begin to bloom

mid-flowering stage

late flowering stage

fruit bearing

fruit begin begins

first fruit terbulu ripens

mid-fruit season

peak of fruit season

beginning of non-edible
fruit season

end of edible* fruit season

peak of non-edible fruit
season

all fruit season ends

drought begins

Resource

small games

small games

returning wild boar /
honey

small games

fruit/
ground-dwelling animals /
localised wild boars

fruit/
localised wild boars

fruit/
localised wild boars

beginning of wild boar
migration

peak of wild boar migration

end of wild boar migration

big games: monkey /
big birds

small games

Economic Activities

sago; blowpipe; fishing;
trapping

sago; blowpipe; fishing;
trapping

dog hunting;
honey collecting

sago; blowpipe; fishing;
trapping

fruit collection
trapping;
dog hunting

fruit collection;
dog hunting

fruit collection;
dog hunting

dog hunting;
lard processing

dog hunting; spearing;
lard processing

dog hunting

blowpipe

blowpipe; trapping;
fishing

* Note - Edible fruits refer to fruit consumed by human-beings



Diagram 2: Punan Vuhang Synchronized Calendar

Note: Edible Fruits Refer to Fruits Consumed by Human-Beings



when most edible fruits eventually become over ripened. While the edible fruit

season ends, the inedible fruits to human beings begin to mature. This second phase
of the fruit season extends for another two months ending in the tenth month.

The annual seasonal drought that leads to the fruit season determines the

wildlife perspective of the ecology. As the Punan Vuhang noted, the wildlife mating

season occurs during the flowering season. From their experience, hunted female
games at this period frequently contain foetuses or eggs. Also, they find many animal
nesting grounds and bird nests in the forest. Two to three months later, depending

on the species, the animals would bear or hatch their offsprings at a time that

corresponds with the fruit ripening season. The timeliness of offsprings bearing

during the abundant food season sustains the increased animal population.
After several months, the offsprings become mature and the animals grow fat

after consuming the abundant fruits for a long time. In due time on the eighth month,
the wild boar migration season arrives to coincide with the ripening of wild fruits

which are inedible to man and have high fat content. After the fruit season ends, wild

boars would then pass through the Punan Vuhang territory to migrate across the
watershed into Indonesia-Kalimantan. From then on, although food becomes scarce,

the built-up fat from the fruit season sustains the animals for another month. Then,
the food scarcity causes the animals to become thin again.

From this relationship between the fruit season and the animal population,

the Punan Vuhang deduce a synchronized calendar to operate their hunting activities.

When the first types of fruits begin to ripen and then fall to the ground, the Punan
Vuhang set up noose traps to snare ground-dwelling games. Then hunters use
blowpipes to hunt various types of games that become easy preys as they focus on

eating the abundant fruits. At about the same time, some wild boars that are

sedentary to the headwater's region would forage within nearby areas. This allows

hunting dogs to track them down easily. When the wild boar migration season arrives
on the eighth month, the Punan Vuhang do nothing else but hunt these fat games and
process the fat into lard.
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After the fruit season ends and when the migrating wild boars have passed

through their territory, hunters then turn their attention on ruminants and various
kinds of tree-dwellers. Over time, however, these games become wary of human

disturbance and would then go into distant areas. Games, especially the tree-

dwellers, that remain within their habitat develop defensive mechanisms to avoid
detection by hunters. The Punan Vuhang call this period a hungry time as very little

meat is available. It is a lean spell in which the only animals that hunters could
obtain are small games of squirrels and little birds they find in distant hunting
grounds.

Even so, hunters frequently return empty handed, and those who succeed,

have to share the little games with related households. For lack of protein food, the
Punan Vuhang then have to depend entirely on sago for their survival. They process
mature sago palms to extract starch, and they use sago shoots as side dish to
complement the plain sago starch. This is the period that the nomadic Punan Vuhang

community depends on all the stages of resource exploitation shown in Diagram 1.

The community would maximize all available sago resources that they could exploit

within a settlement site before moving onto a new camp site.

Sago

The above analysis on the relationship between the ecology and the economy

provides a basis for the assessment on the property right system of sago. Sago has
been the most important food resource to the Punan Vuhang for it is the only food
source that is available throughout the year. It is non seasonal, and when all other
food resources become unavailable, the community depends entirely on sago. Two

types of sago are found in the Punan Vuhang territory. The main species is tajuk,

found throughout the territory but mainly on the headwater's areas and the other is

nyamakoh, growing mainly in downriver areas.

Nyamakoh is commonly found in wide spread areas. It is a solitary plant, but

some of these sago clumps do have a few palms growing together. Compared with
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tajuk, rarely is the nyamakoh sago found growing in clusters.5 Furthermore, this
sago is scarce and one has to comb the forest to search for it. Moreover, after
harvesting the sago, only a few palms could regenerate. This small number of palms
makes it insignificant to establish right to it. Its extreme rarity, therefore, results in

the Punan Vuhang treating the resource as an open access property. Tajuk, on the

other hand, is found in abundance throughout the river valleys. In several areas, it is
so abundant that the plant dominates the landscape. Because tajuk is more important
of the two sago species, the focus of this paper is on tajuk.

Tajuk propagates by producing fruits and generating offshoots. The latter

causes a sago clump to be a perpetual growth that contains many plants of differing
growth stages - seedlings, young and mature palms. Many sago clusters are huge and
consisting many palms. Some of them are so big that one has to build a platform

high up on a clump to cut down a trunk. Because of its abundance, the Punan

Vuhang have no qualms exploiting all edible young palms for their shoots. After all,

several years later, the seedlings left behind would regenerate, therefore providing
a perpetual source of food.

These factors, among others, determine the complex nature of the property

right system of sago. Its abundance and regeneration attributes have resulted in the

perception of the resource as an open access property that the community may freely
exploit. However, some Punan Vuhang have considered it as a private property to
which they establish right, to exclude others from exploiting it.

Before examining further, some basic descriptions on sago processing will
help assess the development of its property right system.

(1) Sago is a resource exploited for its starch content but there are differing qualities

of sago growth. Only palms with good quality are used, as not all sago plants contain

However, this species of sago is found in abundance in the Balui River. There, sago is known
by different names, nyamakoh is talang while tajuk is nanga. Nyamakoh in the Balui grows
in clumps with many palms in each cluster. The difference with tajuk is that nyamakoh is
found in lowland while tajuk thrives on grounds of high elevation (Chan 1995:105).
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sufficient starch that makes it worthwhile for exploitation.
(2) Sago requires water for processing into starch. In its raw condition it is heavy and
needs transportation to a water source. Therefore, an accessible stream is necessary

before one attempts chopping down a sago trunk for processing.

When an individual discovers a sago clump, the first thing that he would do

is to check on the plants' maturity and then the quantity of starch content. If the
starch content of a palm is high, he will check on the surrounding area for a stream
with constant running water. If a stream is too faraway, he will abandon the sago.

When the conditions are favorable, he will come back another time with his spouse

to process the sago.

As water is an important factor that determines the prospective use of a sago
growth, only sago that is accessible to a good water source can be used. Although
some small streams are nearby to sago growth, insufficient running water during the
drought season prevents the filtering process. Since most sago resources are found

far away from running water, the Punan Vuhang have to transport the sago trunks to

the streams. On flat grounds and uphill slopes, they carry the sago trunks on their
shoulders. This is a feat only strong young men could do. Although some sago
resources are nearby to water sources, most are located far from them. Transporting
the trunks then frequently requires a combination of hard walks by men on long

stretches of uphill path and flat paths on top of some ridges, although on downhill

path, the men just have to roll down the trunks along the hill slopes.

These two determining factors of differing plant qualities and accessibility
to a water source show that despite the abundance of sago resource, not all of them
could be used for sago production. Therefore, only when an individual finds a sago

resource that has the two conditions, he would then establish right to it.

Establishment of Right - Before the nomadic Punan Vuhang people leave a

resource depleted area for an entirely new territory, young men would scout around

for sago resources. When the scouts find an area with rich sago grounds, the
community then will move into the area and set up camps near to the resource.
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Almost immediately, the men have to search for other new sago grounds before the

resources on the general grounds become depleted. When searching for the resource,
a man would walk up a ridge to obtain a better view of the surroundings by looking

down the valleys. When he sees a patch of sago fonds protruding out of the forest

canopy, he goes there to check on the resource. If the sago resource contains quality

palms and is near to a water source, the individual will make a mark to show his
right over the resource.

Selecting the palms he wants to reserve, the individual cuts away some dead

fonds from the chosen trunks. After that, he goes back to the path that leads to the

resource. There, he places a mark that points toward the direction of the resource to

show his discovery. This sign shows a passerby that right has been established to a
resource found in that direction.

When the individual returns there to process the sago, he can choose to
exploit the sago resource fully or conserve some of it. If he chooses conservation,

after chopping down the mature trunks for the starch, he will only cut down a few

young palms for side dishes leaving the rest for future exploitation. Then he clears

the surroundings of small trees to establish permanent right over the sago clumps.
Otherwise, these small plants will grow up into big trees thus obscuring any sign of
right establishment. The absence of any clear evidence will cause the right holder to

relinquish his claim of right to the clump. After several years, the lack of big trees

around the sago clump serves as an evidence of permanent right over it. As he leaves

the site, he locates the resource into his territorial mental map. When the community
returns to that area years later, he knows exactly where to find the same resource.

Nonetheless, not all community members practice conservation as they

would like to cut as many young palms as possible for sago shoots. As they cut down

most young palms, the remaining seedlings will take many years to mature. If the

community soon returns to the place again, most of these seedlings have yet to

mature especially if the lapse of time is very short. Under this circumstance, these

members do not want to establish any pennanent right to the resource. The effort of
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clearing small trees of the surrounding may not bring any benefit for the future as

they cannot obtain sufficient mature sago palms then. Also, whoever discovers the
mature resource later can claim right to it since the individual who previously

discovered it might probably not even remember that he had exploited it before.

Besides establishing right to resource for immediate uses, the Punan Vuhang

also establish permanent right to young sago resources nearby to streams for future
exploitation. Also, during affluent times when they do not need sago, the discovery
of a sago cluster would result in their reserving for exploitation during the lean

period in future.

The Development of the Sago Property Rights Systems

The above description shows that among the Punan Vuhang, sago is
considered both the open access property and private property. The analysis of this

phenomenon requires an assessment of the influence of the ecological factors on the

Punan Vuhang nomadic economy.

Open Access Property - The Punan Vuhang reside in a large territory that

provides them with a wide resource base for exploitation. They therefore consider
sago as so abundant that it does not need the establishment of permanent right. When
they have depleted the sago in an area, they could simply move to a new area. They

find little problems obtaining sago because the Kajang - Kihan - Linau watershed is

rich with the resource. Along several major tributaries, sago is so abundant that it is
the dominant vegetation covering hill slopes along the whole stretches of the
tributaries. The community feels that the large area provides them with so many

resource bases that by the time they return to an area, exploited sago would have

sufficiently regenerated. So the community does not feel any need to establish

permanent right over the resources. Also, they could not utilize a sago growth that
is inaccessible to a water source for sago processing. Therefore, to establish right
over these sago resources is not necessary.

The annual fruit season with a period of food abundance is another factor that
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relieves the need to establish permanent rights over sago. Based on the synchronized

calendar in Diagram 2, eight months of food abundance occur from the fourth
month onwards. The lean period when the Punan Vuhang have to rely on sago

totally, usually extends up to four months. Nevertheless, the availability of other

food resources during the fruit season also allows them to reserve many sago
resources for the lean period. To the Punan Vuhang, such a condition has not
reached a critical level that forces them to establish permanent right over the
abundant sago resources.

Private Property - The existence of perpetual private property rights over

sago resources, however, poses a complex property right system that requires a

deeper analysis. Informants mentioned that despite the abundance of sago, the search
for mature palms does become difficult if they do not practice conservation. This is
especially so during lean times. Then the community has to rely on sago resource

totally as they cannot obtain other carbohydrate-based food. Furthermore, protein-

based food resources become immensely difficult to find at the time. As sago is the
only available food resource, the Punan Vuhang have to scan over the territory for
the mature palms. Frequently, only a few sago grounds could be found and, as the

search for sago intensified, they have to fall back on previously exploited sago
clumps, and often they do not obtain sufficient food. When this occurs, one has to

step up his effort to search for new sago resources that others have not discovered.

For that reason, as shown in Diagram 1, the Punan Vuhang have to venture into

distant areas to exploit it.
Consequently, some thoughtful members tried to avoid the recurrence of the

difficult search of sago. They resolve this by making claims over sago clumps and
then limiting themselves to selective harvesting of young palms. This conservation

allows the remaining palms to regenerate in a short time for future exploitation. The
availability of young palms therefore ensures a more reliable food supply without

having to wait too long for them to mature. In order to protect these conserved palms
from disturbance by other people, they establish rights over these sago clumps.
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As this assessment contradicts the above statement that the Kajang - Kihan -

Linau watershed is very rich with sago resources, one has to look deeper into the
situation before one can fully understand this contradiction. Precisely because this

area is rich with resource, the Punan Vuhang have focussed their settlements among

these three rivers. Settlements in previously exploited areas within this watershed
become much more frequent than other places. Consequently, resources in many of
these sago grounds have yet to gain maturity even before the community returns to
them. For that reason, some members conserve the resource and establish permanent

rights to the sago because they know that before long, they will have to return to

those areas again.

When the Punan Vuhang return to an area, these right holders would usually
find little difficulty in obtaining sago as the palms that they have conserved have
achieved maturity. On the other hand, those who do not practice conservation have

to search extensively for new sago resources after having depleted common sago

grounds. Due to lack of mature palms, whenever they found young palms, they

would cut them down to get shoots for immediate consumption. Without
conservation, the cycle goes on, and when they return to that area again, a similar
situation of the lack of mature palms recurs. Despite this, they still do not want to
practice conservation and establish right to sago resources.

The reluctance of most community members in accepting conservation and

establishing rights to sago resources can probably be seen in the light of two

perspectives: (1) the social context of selfishness and, (2) the perspective of

immediate and delayed return systems of hunter-gatherer society. Informants

mentioned that many members perceive selective harvesting of only the bigger palms

as a selfish attitude. Retaining young palms insinuates that a right holder only wants

to keep the resource for himself and wants to keep others out from harvesting the

food. These people would therefore prefer facing problems procuring mature palms

rather than being labeled as selfish.
The stigma of selfishness is one of the worst social sanctions that a person
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could face. Among the Punan Vuhang, the community expects that one shares

whatever food one obtains with others, especially among kinsmen. Thus, for
example, during the worst of times, even a game as little as a frog would have to be

shared among kinsmen. If one has a resource stored up for himself, while other

people lack food, the community would gossip about him as a self-interested person

caring only for his own need.
The selfish perception, however, is only a matter of opinion, as in actual fact,

a person conserves something, not only for himself, but also for the benefit of others.

For, the Punan Vuhang sharing system requires sago starch to be shared with all

households. When the sago producer returns to the camp, his spouse would distribute

starch to all households, with immediate kinsmen having bigger shares while others
having smaller portions. The provision of starch to every household therefore
reduces the stigma of selfishness. Sharing is certainly welcome, as during the
difficult search for mature sago palms during lean times, the distribution ensures the
provision of food to all households. Consequently, individuals who practice

conservation would ignore the selfish stigma. In fact the effect on them is small as

food contribution to all including those who gossip against them would nullify the
stigma of selfishness.

The perspective of immediate and delayed return systems of hunter-gatherer

society, introduced by Woodburn (1982) provides another explanation to the

development of open access property right system on sago. According to Woodburn,

hunter-gatherer societies favor economic activities with immediate return because
of their opportunity of obtaining resources instantaneously. On the other hand, they
shun activities with delayed returns that require time to yield production.

From the perspective of the immediate return system, the Punan Vuhang fully
exploit edible sago resources to fulfil the immediate need of food insufficiency. This

instant alleviation of hunger therefore obscures the necessity for conserving young
palms that require a long time to regenerate. Besides, during the lean time, the only
food that serves as a side dish to complement the plain sago starch is the delicious
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sago shoot. Therefore, they desire to cut down palms without thinking of the future.
Consequently, the immediate need to cope with food insufficiency, together with the
social stigma of selfishness resulted in some Punan Vuhang acting against sago

conservation. Therefore, they do not want to establish private right to the resources.

Nonetheless, the Punan Vuhang do have a notion of delayed return system

to some extent, as the activity of trapping requires time to trap a game. Even
blowpipe hunting which enables a hunter to obtain a game "almost immediately"
also requires patience. One has to wait for an hour or two before the blowpipe poison
takes effect to kill the game completely. The "act of waiting" although only

involving a short time of an hour or two for blowpipe hunting, and several days for

trapping is a form of delayed return activities. Likewise, waiting for sago to gain

maturity, albeit a few years is acceptable to some Punan Vuhang. Therefore, some
community members are willing to practice sago conservation and establish
perpetual private rights to their resource.

Conclusion- The analysis on sago property rights development of the Punan

Vuhang shows the evolution of the open access property to a private property right
system, but with some members retaining open access property right to sago. The

vast tropical rainforest that the Punan Vuhang reside in sustains the hunter-gatherers
even during lean times when only sago resource is available. This causes many

members to retain open access right to sago although during lean times they would
find, great difficulty searching for the food. Due to this difficulty, some members

attempted to resolve this food shortage by conserving their sago resources. Noting
their effort, the community recognizes the establishment of private property rights
to conserved sago resources.
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